
You are supposed to answer ALL questions. The assignments (1A)-(3D) all carry the same

weight in the assessment. The end of each question is marked by #.

Part 1: E�ective marginal tax rates

Consider individuals facing the budget constraint

(1 + tx)x = z − tL + b, (1)

where x is consumption, z is labor earnings, b is a public transfer, tx is a tax rate on consump-

tion and tL is a lump sum tax. The public transfer is phased out with earnings at a rate q so

that

b = b̄− qz, (2)

where b̄ is �xed.

(1A) Show that a marginal increase in labor earnings increases individual consumption by

dx

dz
=

1 − q

1 + tx
, (3)

and compute the e�ective marginal tax rate (m) by using the formula dx
dz = 1 −m.

#

(1B) Provide an interpretation of equation (3). How do tx, tL and q a�ect the incentive

to earn income.

#

The government considers a reform that changes the public transfer into a universal basic

income that pays out the same bene�ts to everybody irrespectively of their income (b = b).

The reform is budget neutral and in order to �nance the expansion of bene�ts, the goverment

plans to introduce a proportional tax on labor earnings (tz), so that the new budget constraint

will be

(1 + tx)x = z − tzz − tL + b. (4)

(1C) Discuss the e�ect of the proposed reform on the incentives to earn income and the

likely e�ects on labor supply.

#
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Part 2: The socially optimal top tax rate

Consider an economy with N high income individuals. Their preferences are represented by

the utility function

u(ci, zi) = ci −
1

1 + 1
ε

z
1+ 1

ε
i , (5)

where ci is consumption, zi is labor income and ε is a preference parameter. The budget

constraint is given by

ci = zi − T (zi), (6)

where T (zi) is a tax function. Assume that the tax function is described by

T (zi) = mLK +mH(zi −K) (7)

where K is a threshold, which is below the individuals' optimal labor income z∗i , while mL

and mH > mL are marginal tax rates.

(2A) Illustrate the budget set created by the tax system and the optimum of one individual

in a diagram with labor income (z) on the x-axis and consumption (c) on the y-axis. Show

that the individuals' optimum is characterized by z∗i = (1 −mH)ε.

#

The total tax revenue (R) from the high income individuals can be written as

R =
∑
i

T (zi) =
∑
i

[mLK +mH(zi −K)] (8)

(2B) Show that the e�ect of a change in mH on the total tax revenue can be written as

dR

dmH
= N (z̄ −K) −N

mH

1 −mH
εz̄, (9)

where z̄ = 1
N

∑
i zi and ε = dzi

d(1−mH)
1−mh

zi
is the labor supply elasticity, which is assumed

constant for all individuals. Describe the result in equation (9). How does it relate to the

mechanical (dM) and behavioral (dB) e�ects of the change in mH?

#

The government considers a reform that increases mH marginally. The extra tax revenue

is paid back to everyone in the economy lump sum.

(2C) Argue why the e�ect of an increase in mH on aggregate social welfare (W ) can be

written as

dW = dM + dB − gHdM, (10)
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where gH < 1 is the marginal social welfare weight on individuals with labor income above K

relative to everyone in the economy.

#

(2D) Use the equations (9) and (10) to show that the socially optimal top tax rate (m∗H)

is given by

m∗H =
1 − gH

1 − gH + εα
, (11)

where α ≡ z̄
z̄−K .

#

The table below reports the size of m∗H for di�erent values of ε, α and gH .

The socially optimal top tax rate

α: 3.4 3.4 1.8 1.8

ε: 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3

gH = 0 74.6% 49.5% 84.7% 64.9%

gH = 0.6 54.1% 28.2% 69.0% 42.6%

(2E) Provide a thorough discussion of the importance of ε, α and gH for the socially

optimal top tax rate.

#

Part 3: Social insurance

Consider an unemployed individual, who has to decide how hard to search for a new job. If

the individual chooses a search e�ort of e, she �nds a job with probability p(e) = e. Searching

for a new job has the disutility cost of v(e) with v′(e) > 0 and v′′(e) > 0. Once employed, the

individual earns an income of z and pays taxes tz. If the individual remains unemployed, he

receives the bene�ts b. The individual's expected utility is given by:

U = e · u (z(1 − t)) + (1 − e) · u(b) − v(e), (12)

where u(·) is the utility of consumption with u′(·) > 0 and u′′(·) < 0.

The government's budget constraint is given by e · t · z = (1 − e)b.

(3A) Show that the �rst best insurance scheme (where the government can control e

directly) implies that individuals have full insurance (z(1− t) = b). Explain why full insurance

is optimal in this case.

#
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(3B) Consider instead the situation, where the government sets b and t without being able

to observe (or control) e. Show that the individual optimization, when b and t are taken as

given, implies v′(e) = u(z(1 − t)) − u(b). What would be the consequence if the individual

had full insurance in this case?

#

The article "Cash-on-Hand and Competing Models of Intertemporal Behavior: New Evi-

dence from the Labor Market" in the Quarterly Journal of Economics (2007) by Card, Chetty

and Weber studies the e�ects of unemployment bene�ts (and severance payments) on unem-

ployment using data from Austria. Below (next page) is a copy of Figure 2, Figure 8 and

Figure 10 from the article.

(3C) Describe the empirical analysis. What do the �gures imply in terms of the e�ect of

unemployment bene�ts (and severance payments) on the duration of unemployment and the

match quality of the subsequent job.

#

(3D) Provide an argument for whether or not the results in Card, Chetty and Weber

(2007) are likely to be causal estimates of the e�ects of unemployment bene�ts. Is there

anything in the graphs that validates or invalidates a causal interpretation?

#
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